IMS Recommended Reading
The volume examines the articulations of the various social and spatial components of Maya polity -the relationships, strategies, and practices that bound households, communities, institutions, and dynasties into enduring (or short-lived) political entities. By emphasizing the internal negotiation of polity, the contributions provide an important foundation for a more holistic understanding of how political organization functioned in the Classic period.
Despite the advance in our understanding of Classic Maya political interaction gained by the decipherment of the hieroglyphic record, scholars remain largely unsuccessful in describing and modeling what a Classic Maya polity actually looked like on the ground. This volume is the outgrowth of a roundtable held in the fall of 2009 at Dumbarton Oaks in Washington, D.C. Both the roundtable and the volume bring together a group of younger scholars actively engaged in investigating the topic.
The ten chapters are varied, yet revealing. Timothy Mutha presents "Negotiated Landscapes: Comparative Regional Spatial organization of Tikal and Caracol". Here he provides an approach to evaluate polity, territory, and site organization starting from a household perspective, or as he puts it "from the bottom up". 
